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Notes

Overview:  See Power Point Presentation
• FH began by researching customer demand
• “Sweet spot” for FH sustainability is $500,000 in sales (currently at $350,000).  Goal is 

for FH to operate with no grant funding by 2012.
• Farmers fully participate in the planning of the enterprise
• Group of farmers is “exclusive.”  Farmers that worked with Sona to get the Food Hub 

(FH) program up and running have the first right to supply product.  If certain products 
are not available within this farmer group (and farmers within the group do not want to 
expand their production volume or diversity), new farmers are recruited.

• Have a range of farmers who can participate where they fit:
• Some GAP certified, some OG, some want to sell CSA and wholesale, some are 

large scale growers and sell multiple products through FH, some are small and are 
only producing one product at wholesale volume for FH

• All farms are required to carry liability insurance
• FH also carries a $2 million liability policy
• Farmers are ranked on a point system, based on:

• on-time deliveries
• orders packed correctly
• orders delivered in good boxes
• orders up to quality standards (doesnʼt require USDA grading standards)

• FH is mission driven...farmers agree and work towards this together, and the mission 
helps resolve conflicts.

General Challenges/Questions
• Finding the right FH staff - Sona has both a produce buying background (for Healthy 

Living) and a farming background, so she can understand both the buyer and farmersʼ 
needs and constraints.  Also need someone who is highly organized and able to 
mediate conversations between farmers.

• Where do FH efforts overlap?  Does every FH need to own itʼs own trucks for 
example, or could the Intervale FH provide the trucking RAFFL would need if we set 
up our own FH-like program in the Rutland area?



• Should all products offered through FH be organic?  This question is being driven by 
the farmers, not the buyers (who are not demanding organic produce).

Food Hub CSA
Benefits to Farmers (what they are paying for to participate in FH)
• Efficiencies (large weekly orders, one delivery)
• Pre-planned crops (FH places pre-orders with farmers up to 1 year in advance)
• Pre-payment (25% is paid to farmers up front)
• New markets (FH is an addition to farmers other, established markets.  FH allows 

farmers to participate in CSA, even if they donʼt produce at the volume, diversification 
they would need to offer their own farm CSA)

• Very safe wholesale environment - marketing, price negotiations, accounting all dealt 
with by FH

• Farm identity maintained throughout (CSA tries to supply one product from one farm 
each week - exp: all CSA shares will have Arethusa Farm carrots in them).

Challenges
• 40% retention of customers year to year (average CSA is 50% retention rate, if CSA is 

7 years or older average is 70%)
• Customer base is not sold on the “community supported agriculture” value system - 

they are participating because of convenience and choice.  If it doesnʼt work for them, 
they wonʼt order a share the following year.

• Program has cultivated a market that is expecting choice and convenience in the 
form of weekly “gift boxes.”

• As CSA adds shares, product will have to be split between multiple farms (one farm 
wonʼt have the volume to provide all carrots, for example).  This will make maintaining 
farm identify more challenging.

• Currently, farmers deliver product as wholesale (a case of carrots) which then has to 
be broken, bagged and packed into each individual share basket.  

• Sona is moving towards requiring farmers to deliver product already broken down 
and packed for individual shares.

• CSA customers continue to ask for a wider product offering (baked goods, cheese, 
maple syrup, meat, value added products, etc)

• FH has set boundaries on which products they will offer customers (if they are 
value added: they must contain Vermont products AND they must be an economic 
boost to a Vermont producer)

Crop Planning
• Happens during the winter.



• Sona will estimate the volume of each CSA product offered for Spring, Summer, 
Winter and Student/Faculty Shares

• Farmers are able to request the products that they want to sell through the FH
• crop bidding can be contentious, because there are crops that all FH farmers grow, 

but only a few farmers sell the product to the FH (priority is given to farms who 
were participating first).

• Agreement between the farmer and FH is for a monetary amount of product.  This 
allows flexibility in what the producer grows (if they lose an expected crop, they can 
work with Sona to substitute  another crop they have).  This is different than the 
traditional bidding where farmers agree to selling a certain amount of a particular 
product and lose the sale if they canʼt produce the agreed upon amount/product.

• System works for now, but if the FH moves to a farmer cooperative it will be `probably 
become more contentious because more farmer investment is at stake.

Setting Prices
• Farmers agree upon a common price for products sold through the CSA
• This price is higher than selling wholesale (to Black River, restaurant or co-op)
• CSA shares are sold to consumers at retail price
• Difference between farmer price and consumer price is 35% margin that goes to the 

FH (most retailers mark products up 60%)

Coordination/distribution
• Role of the coordinator is critical - weekly:

• Gets product availability from growers 
• Compiles CSA and wholesale orders
• Places orders with farmer
• Oversees product delivery, order aggregation, delivery, product quality
• Maintains farm identity
• Produces newsletter for CSA
• Markets CSA shares (specifically to untapped markets), builds relationship with 

new worksites and drop off locations
• Year end evaluation of CSA members

Tid Bits
• Grocery baskets seem to be the best option for delivery of CSA shares - stackable, 

durable, brightly colored, easy to fill (customers are charged $5 if they donʼt return 
their baskets)



• Worksites donate shares that arenʼt picked up to employees who arenʼt able to afford 
a share, or to a food shelf.

Evolution of FH CSA
• Expand Shares Sold (will target businesses located nearby worksites that are already 

being served)
• Help worksites see benefit of being a CSA drop off location - itʼs a benefit they can 

offer employees without having to pay for it, also, part of their sustainability work.
• Offer customers more choice

• on-time, weekly ordering?  This is challenging because farmer loses the benefit of 
crop planning and pre-ordering.  (Maybe offer this as an additional choice for 
customers who donʼt want a CSA share).

Food Hub Wholesale
• Currently, only have one farm providing a specific product, so prices are set by that 

farm.
• In the future, if 5 farms have carrots, FH will list all farms that are offering carrots 

and the farmʼs set price.  The buyer will choose what farm they want to buy from.
• Small wholesale orders are still expected to be delivered (even if farmer is only 

delivering 1 bag of carrots) to the FH.  This can be a hassle, but farmers recognize 
that the wholesale arm of the FH is new and growing, and have agreed to support it 
even when orders are small.

• Looking to expand wholesale in the future


